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From Principal’s Desk …… 

 

‘True  Education makes for inequality; the inequality of individuality; the 
inequality of success, the glorious inequality of talent, of genius.’  

 -Felix Schelling 

 

Students actively use their imaginations to go beyond their knowledge. 
Nurturing creativity and talent is a part and parcel of our school. The world is 
forever changing and we never encounter the same world twice. 

The year 2020-21 saw the advent of Covid -19 Pandemic with its critical and 
fatal impacts. Amongst many adversities faced with the closure of schools and 
lockdown, the school took up the task and extra initiative on making solid 
plans to ensure the continuity of learning, including remote learning options 
such as online education. 

Though we could not conduct as many activities as in physical classrooms, yet 
we did not retire from our concerted efforts. Our entire team of teachers, 
with everyone’s support, constantly engaged children in various classroom 
activities. A glimpse of those various activities and events conducted on the 
virtual mode were highlighted in our Newsletter-2020-21.  

Student’s and undeniably the Parents efforts and participation was highly 
commendable. 

Everything moves and at all times with the universe in such a state of flux, we 
are all in a constant state of transformation. Hence one cannot escape being 
creative. There’s creativity inherent in all our activities. Now, I hope, that our 
first edition of the newsletter for the academic year 2021-22, amongst all the 
crisis and adversities would bring out the best in our students with expanded 
participation. 

As we have provisioned for a Parents Corner, I welcome all the parents to 
participate in making the newsletter more creative and interesting. 

I request all the parents and students to visit our facebook page regularly as 
many of the student’s activities and their work is posted on the same.  

KLE Nagarbhavi is our facebook page. 

 

Wish you all a happy and delighted reading. 

 



Inspirational Short Story 
 

 

 

Everyone Has a Story in Life 
 
A 24 year old boy looking out from the train’s window 
shouted… 
“Dad, look, the trees are going behind!” 
 
Dad smiled and a young couple sitting nearby looked at the 24 year 
old’s childish behaviour with pity, suddenly he again exclaimed… 
“Dad, look, the clouds are running with us!” 
 
The couple couldn’t resist and said to the old man… 
“Why don’t you take your son to a good doctor?” The old man smiled 
and said…“I did and we are just coming from the hospital, my son was 
blind from birth, he just got his eyes today.” 
 
Every single person on the planet has a story. Don’t judge 
people before you truly know them. The truth might surprise you. 
 

Rishi U 7A 
Snigdha Madival, 6A 
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“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give”. 

The knowledge that you’re helping others is highly empowering and in turn can make you feel happier and more 
fulfilled. Giving the needy is a supreme virtue and a great channel through which the mercy of God is passed 
onto mankind. 

Due to the pandemic the NGOs that we have been associated with, have been receiving very little help from 
their patrons. There are around 400 children under their care near Bannerghatta. 

We urged our student and parent community to contribute and help these lesser privileged children. The 
response has been indeed overwhelming . We have received Rs. 2.00 lakhs worth of groceries.  

It makes me proud to mention that alumni like Prem, Prajwal MK, Akshay Kumarswamy, Ved P D contributed 
generously. Thanks boys …… 

We would earnestly like to thank our students and parents, and  let them  know that through their act of 
generosity, the lives of the less privileged children  have improved, helping them to lead a self-sustaining life. 
We believe that life has meaning only when we are contributing.  

Thank you so much for your generosity! 
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The pandemic has highlighted the need for flexibility and more time for student 
teacher interaction. This global crisis has also been 
an extraordinary time for learning. To keep up the 
zeal for learning the science faculty at our school 
has seized the opportunity to find new ways to 
address the learning crisis by adopting new ways 
to celebrate the World Environment Day on 5th 

June , 2021. 

 

Teachers have always been in the forefront to 
sensitize students regarding the environmental 
issues through their formal as well as informal approach/interaction with students. 

 

Plants can live without us (humans), but we can’t live without plants. 

The World Environment Day was celebrated with vigour amidst the lockdown. 
Students enthusiastically participated in activities endorsing conservation of 
environment, from their homes. It was celebrated through an e-class. On this 
occasion, students took part in many online activities like increased interaction, focus 
on specific topics like importance of environment, importance of recycling, making 
birdfeeders, conservation of ecosystem, sowing seeds & plantation etc., 

The children of grade 1-10 actively participated in the above interactions and 
understood the need to conserve our ecosystem. They have come out with a lot of 
colourful collage work, videos, ppts, craftwork which exhibits their enthusiasm. 
 

They made eco–friendly bags, posters and wrote slogans on the theme ‘Save 
Environment’. They also planted saplings at their homes. 

These activities were organised to sensitise them to the issues of climate change, 
deterioration of natural resources, etc. The activities helped the children hone their 
creative skills with the teacher’s support at all times. 
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K L E SOCIETY’S SCHOOL, NAGARBHAVI, BENGALURU-72 
  
 
The 7thInternational Yoga Day was celebrated on 21st June, 2021 by the students, parents and 
teachers of KLE Society’s School, Nagarbhavi, with great enthusiasm. All the students from Grade 1 to 
10 celebrated the International Yoga Day virtually because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Students and 
parents were ready with their yoga mats as instructed earlier by the teachers. 
 
A Youtube video shot in the serene environment of the school by Mrs.Niti along with our P.T. 
Teachers- Mr. Raghavendra, Mr. Manjunath and our dance teacher Mrs. Pradnya Malagatti as 
participants, was streamed in Google classrooms by the teachers. One of our diligent students of 
Grade 10, Ms. Vidhi Prasad Dongaonkar kicked off the celebration by giving an eloquent speech 
about the International Yoga Day,emphasizing on the importance of celebrating it and the benefits of 
yoga to the body and mind. This was followed by a melodious recitation of a divine shloka by one of 
our cheerful students of Grade 10, Ms. Manushree S. Babu. 
 
The engrossing yoga asanas included warm up exercises, Surya Namaskaram, Pranayamas, and 
meditation which were displayed step-by-step by the trainers and the students found them 
interesting and easy to follow. All the students as well as the parents were excited and energetic 
throughout the session. All of us celebrated the day with a lot of eagerness and joy. 
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENT 

ACHIEVEMENT 
 

Most things in life are pretty simple, but 
they are usually not easy. It demands hard 
work. 

 

Student achievement measures the 
amount of Curricular and co- curricular 
content a student learns in a determined 
amount of time. It refers to the extent to 
which a student has attained their short or 
long term goal. A student who is self- 
motivated always energizes and directs his 
behaviour towards achieving success. The 
more a student achieves, he/she can build 
confidence and increase his/her self-
esteem and surely improve in their own 
areas of learning. 

 

Here are some of the certificates of the  

student achievers of our school from 

various grades who has shown a splendid 

performance in their own areas of 

learning. 
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Amulya Vinay, 6D Arnava V B, 6C 

Dhriti V S, 8A Neharika Parswanath, 10 D 
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M S Manya 8B 
Ashith Sagar, 8 B 

Isiri S, 3B Shreyank, 2B 
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Shriya S Hemige - 3A 

Stuti Ajaneesh - 8A Chakrika D Gowda - 4B 
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WEBS 

Spirals in my mind 

webs everywhere. 

Filled with dust 

filled with despair. 

 

Every effort ends in sorrow 

I climb and fall down 

Yet I struggle… 

like there’s no tomorrow. 

 

What do I do, where do I look 

for every time I climb 

I keep falling in the loop. 

 

Should I seek help? 

Or is there a way out? 

What if help never comes 

even though I shout. 
   
 

                                              

 

I sit still and think 

for I am here to win. 

I dust myself and stand up 

clear my head and reconstruct. 

 

When I try to see through, 

 I see a ray of sparkling sun. 

 A light of hope… 

 giving my world a beautiful spun. 

 

Tears dry up and eyes glitter 

My heart with joy leaps 

The web fades away 

and my journey begins 

 

Parent of: Aashvi P Patil 2A 
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 THE CHARMING PLANT 

I’m a tiny, fat brown seed 

Who is buried in thick brown sand. 

When I grow, I open into a seedling 

And as I grow gradually, I become a plant. 

 

I need to be taken care of really well 

And only then will I turn into a big fat tree. 

With lots of power and strength, I grow 

I will have duties to do. 

To give fruits and prepare for my tree family. 

 

Gradually one day, I will grow old and weak 

I helped so many humans, till I could 

Until one fine day, I die. 

 - DHRITI V S 8A 

 Hard Times 
 
People are in sorrow  
People are depressed  
People are hopeless  
People are upset 
No one can say when hard times come 
 
The sorrowness becomes their mistake 
The depression becomes a wrong action 
Being hopeless gives no solution 
Then why are all upset? 
 
Then comes the courage  
Then comes the hope 
Then comes the realization 
Sorrowness has no meaning to be  
Neither it’s a way to solve a problem 
 
It's simple to understand 
Hard times are just the exams of life. 

 
- TANISHKAA BADIGER 8C 
 

 
EVERY DAY IS A NEW  BEGINNING 

 
When things go wrong 
Have a smile on your face 
 
Pitfalls occur  
But have the courage to face  
 
Take a deep breath 
And start again 
 
When u lose your opportunity 
Give yourself a second opportunity 
 
When you take strain 
You indirectly are letting everything in vein 

All your mistakes will lead you in a new way 
Try to correct it, learn from it and promise yourself 
you never will repeat it 
 
Every night thank God for giving one more precious 
day 
to your precious life 
Life is short 
   
Every end has a new beginning 
And every beginning also has an end as 
EVERY DAY IS A NEW BEGINNING 
 
- AADHYA LOKESH 8A 
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HOW TO PURSUE YOUR DREAM CAREER? 
 
Every person will have a dream and desire about his/her future. Selecting 
a career is the most important decision in a person’s life. People’s dreams 
can come in any form, commonly what they want to be when they grow 
up. There are hundreds, thousands and even millions of careers you can 
choose from. From simple ones to the more complicated ones. People are 
even confused because they’ll have a lot of forms to choose from.  By the 
age of 14, almost everyone will have a mindset about their career. Some 
dream to become a doctor and some pilot, some to become an athlete 
and some an IAS officer. Some want to get famous whereas some want to 
help the public. Nowadays people are forgetting human values 
themselves; first of all, we should keep in mind good human values. As the 
saying goes, “If you can dream it, you can do it”, no work on the earth is 
neither easy nor impossible.  But the actual thing is how we pursue it. As 
per me, we should have goals that should never change.  No famous 
personalities came up without difficulties. Remember, “The more pain, 
the more you gain.” We should build in ourselves the courage to face the 
obstacles that might make us fall. You should be the owner of your 
thoughts, fears, doubts and mind and should never let yourself lose 
confidence. You must always keep boosting yourself. Training yourself to 
stay optimistic is one of the greatest steps one could follow. We must 
never be pessimistic. We must not let anyone influence our minds in a bad 
way.  Listening to the words or speeches of our idols or role models can 
also play a very big role in shaping our minds. As per a few successful 
people, completely dedicating yourself to your ambition is very important. 
They think we should never keep our ambition as one of our options but 
as the only option. We must be the pride of India in the future. We must 
keep great goals, work on them and make everyone proud. 
 
- CHUKITHA T P 8B 
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The story of a free coconut 

 
Once, a miserable man went to buy a coconut. The coconut 
seller asked ten rupees for one coconut. The miser said, “I’ll 
pay you five rupees.” The coconut seller replied, “If you 
want a coconut for five rupees, go to the wholesale market, 
there you will get a coconut for five rupees.” 

The miser walked to the wholesale market. He picked one 
coconut and asked the seller to give it to him for three 
rupees. The seller replied, “If you want a coconut for three 
rupees, just walk three kilometres to the beachside and 
there you will find a coconut for three rupees.” 

The miser went to the beachside. There he asked the seller 
to give it to him for one rupee. The seller replied, “How 
should I make profit if I sell it to you for one rupee, you can 
get a coconut for free if you climb the coconut tree here. 
But, do it at your risk.” The miser climbed the tree but fell 
from the tree and had to spend more than a lakh for 
treatment all for a free coconut! 

Moral: You can’t bargain for everything and everything has a 
price   

 

- NIRIKSHITH KATRAHALLI  7E 
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Tic Tak too And Jennifer 
 

Once upon a time, There lived a boy called Tic Tak Too and Girl called Jennifer . Tic 
Tak Too was a very lazy boy and did not do any work and  was harsh and  rude to the 
people . But Jennifer was a very humble little girl. She was working hard and was 
polite to the people. One day ,While Jennifer was working she saw a boy fighting 
with an innocent little girl . Jennifer ran to see what was happening . And she politely 
asked the girl what was the problem. The girl said “ Dear sister, this boy pushed me 
in the mud and I have got a wound on my leg and  I am not able to walk . If I ask him 
to help me,  he’s saying “Go you ugly little monster I Don’t like to touch such dirty 
things . ”And teasing me ” and the little girl started to cry . Jennifer kindly helped the 
little girl and then she said to Tic Tak Too “ You should never say such bad words and 
behave in such a  bad manner to anyone. You should always help them and be polite 
towards them . ” But Tic Tak Too didn’t care and went away .  

Few weeks later , Tic Tak Too was playing a prank on Jennifer where Jennifer was 
happily running .  He  tied rope to the nearby tree due to which Jennifer fell and 
broke her elbow . Seeing this Tic Tak Too was happy and laughing . But poor Jennifer 
said “ I told you Tic Tak Too not to do such bad things didn’t I? If you do this, no one 
would bother about you when you are in trouble . ” But this time also he did the 
same . After two to three days , Tic Tak Too was chased by a dog, watching it, 
everyone in the village were happily laughing . The little girl whom he had  teased 
when she was in need of help, even she too was happily laughing. Tic Tak Too was 
shouting “ Help me someone PLEASE HELP ME !!!”. Right at that time Jennifer arrived 
. She called out the dog and fed him some dog biscuits . Tic Tak Too felt ashamed of 
himself because of his cruel behaviour. He said to Jennifer“ I am so sorry Jennifer for 
my behaviour . Please forgive me !! ”. Jennifer kindly said '' Sure Tic Tak Too . But 
please be a good boy from now on . And would you like to be my best friend?”. Tic 
Tak Too said “ Of course we can be. ” 

And They lived Happily ever after …….. 

 

- RIDDHI ABHILASH 6C 
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Humming Bird 
 
O mystical creature 
Cherish me with your presence as a glittering 
With your soft delicate wings fluttering 
Come towards me floating in mid air 
 
Bless me with your angelic presence 
For your sighting is rare hence 
The nature is in need of you 
The nectar producing flowers without you 
Might perhaps become extinct without your pollination 
 
You are a true divine creature 
Possessed with nature born allure 
With your flight backwards and upside-down 
With slender beak and tube like tounge you are  
born 
Enabling you to enjoy the sweet nectar of brightly coloured flowers 
 
O exotic bird 
Nature has colored you with attractive colors 
Painting you iridescent ruby throated,emerald green ,optimistic 
orange spending hours 
You are a little piece straight from the heaven 
The cloudy forests of tropical mountains will be  
your haven. Approach me for i shall provide you  
with the finest nectar of Perennials 
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Columbines, Lupins, Daylilies and Geraniums Ā 
Sadly there are a little more than 300 of you left 
Come to me as it will do you the best 
You are just 3 to 4 inches long 
You are the smallest migrating bird traveling along 
 
I stare beyond the skies 
Just to have your exquisite sight 
Arrive as fast as you can with your flight hectic 
 
For your absence can make me nebulochaotic 
Sing me something mellifluous 
As I shall be delighted continues 
You are the elixir to my broken heart 
You bear resemblance to raspberry tart 
You are as beautiful as aurora 
Your sight is simply Sonora 
 
The inside of me is calling you aloud 
As I wait for your arrival 
Grace me with your glory 
As my destiny depends upon your story. 
 
( In this poem the nature is calling the hummingbird ) 
 
- NIHARIKA S 10B 
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Oh, roses are red, violets are blue,  

Oh, I lie here, thinking about you. 

They say, love is nothing but a 
game, 

The victim in it always takes the 
blame. 

 

Things between us will never be 
the same, 

“Ugh, what a waste!”, you even 
tried to claim. 

Everyone knows I was the one to 
be played, 

By you, in the future, I’m gonna be 
paid. 

Hate me or love me, doesn’t 
matter to me, 

Later, with me, isn’t the place to 
be. 

Sweet as sugar, cold as ice,  

Hurt me once, I’ll kill you twice. 

Roses are red, baby, violets are 
blue, 

All that they say about love is 
true. 

 

- AARUHI UPPIN 7A 

Roses Are Red 

 

Roses are red, violets are blue, 

You’ll be there, you said, but 
now you’re gone too. 

Said that you love me, was it all 
fake? 

Maybe it was, tell me, what did 
you take? 

 

I never did know, why you were 
with me, 

Maybe to spite me, now I can 
see. 

All the money spent on me, a 
waste, 

Now that you’re gone, I’ll give 
you a taste, 

 

Of how it feels to be me now, 

I’m gonna punch your face, give 
it a pow. 

Maybe even a slap or a wham, 

Make your friends all go- “Wow, 
what a BAM!” 
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    SCHOOL        
 

School I miss you 

 

 

I began thinking when again I will walk 
into you 

 
Here all our friends we will meet 

together in the canteen we will sit to eat 

 
To learn new things , yes , that is what 

school is for 

Every new year , than the last year you 
teachers will teach us more 

 
School is the best part of my day 

but I still wish it will go back to the 
normal way. 

 

- HANSIKA E H 5C 

     

ಬಣ್ಣ   
 

 

ಎಲೆ್ಲಡೆ ಜಗದಲಿ ಬಣ್ಣ ವೇ ಬಣ್ಣ   
ಅಲೆಿಯೂ ಇಲೆಿಯೂ ಬಣ್ಣ ವೇ ಬಣ್ಣ  
ಕಣ್ಣಣ  ತೆರೆದರೆ ಕಾಣ್ಣವುದು ಬಣ್ಣ  
ಅಲೆಿಯೂ ಇಲೆಿಯೂ ಬಣ್ಣ ವೇ ಬಣ್ಣ  
 

ಕೆಂಪು ಕೇಸರಿ ಹಳದಿ ಹಸಿರು  
ನೀಲಿ ನೇರಳೆ ಗುಲಾಬಿ ಕಂದು  
ಬಿಳಿ ಚಿನ್ನ  ಕಪುು  ರಜತ  
ವಿವಿಧ ತರಹದ ಬಣ್ಣ ಗಳು 
 

ಭೂಮಿಯ ಮಣ್ಣಣ  ಕಂದು ಬಣ್ಣ   
ಆಕಾಶ ಗಾಢನೀಲ ವಣ್ಣ  
ಮರದ ಎಲ್ಲಗಳು ಹಸಿರು ಬಣ್ಣ   
ಸೂಯಣನ್ ಬಣ್ಣ  ಅರಿಶಿನ್ ವಣ್ಣ  
 
ಜಗದಲಿ ಬಣ್ಣ ಗಳು ಇಲದಿದದ ರೆ 
ಪ್ರ ಪಂಚವೇ ಬಣ್ಣ  ರಹಿತವಾದರೆ  
ಬದುಕೇ ನರಾಸೆ ಆಗುತಿತ್ತು  
ಹಾಗಾಗಿ ಬಣ್ಣ  ಬಹಳ ಮುಖ್ಯ  
 

ಚಿತರ ಕಲ್ಲ ಹಾಗು ದೃಶ್ಯಯ ವಳಿಗಳು  
ನೀಡಿ ಮನ್ವು ಆನಂದ  

ಅದುು ತ ಮತ್ತು  ಆಕರ್ಣಕ  
ಬಣ್ಣ ಗಳ ಈ ಪ್ರ ತಿಭೆ 

 
 
- Satvik Bangalore Shrikant 7C  
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Editorial Board: Kastupa Bhattacharjee, Niti P D, Naseema Khanum, Yashoda Lokesh B K, Pradnya Malagatti,            
B Pramila, Deepa K V, Sanjeevani Walvekar. 

PÉÆÃ«qï PÀ«vÉ 
 

¸ÁPÀÄ ºÉÆÃV©qÀÄ PÉÆÃ«qï 19. 
 
¤¤ßAzÀ vÀÄA¨Á... ¸ÀAPÀµÀÖ  
C£ÀÄ¨sÀ«¸ÀÄwÛzÉ F dUÀvÀÄÛ. 
 
EwºÁ¸ÀzÀ ¥ÀÄlUÀ¼À°è CZÀÑ½AiÀÄzÉ  
G½zÀÄ©mÉÖ ¤Ã...¤ªÀvÀÄÛ. 
 
£ÀgÀ ªÀiÁ£ÀªÀgÀ ªÀÄ£À¹ì£À°è  
¤£Àß £É£À¥ÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ  
ªÀÄgÀÄPÀ½¸À¢gÀ° AiÀiÁªÀvÀÆÛ... 
 
vÀÄA¨Á ¥ÁoÀ PÀ°¹zÉ  
F ªÀµÀðzÀÄzÀÝPÀÆÌ... 
 
G¼ÀîªÀgÀ ºÀÄlÖqÀV¹zÉ, 
ºÀ¹zÀªÀgÀ zÁºÀ ¤ÃUÀzÁzÉ... 
 
E£ÉßAzÉAzÀÆ ¸ÀÄ½AiÀÄ¢gÀ°  
¤£Àß ¸ÉÆÃAPÀÄ... 
 
ªÀiÁqÀ¢gÀÄ ¤Ã£ÉAzÉAzÀÆ 
ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀågÀ£ÀÄß ªÀÄAPÀÄ. 
 
vÀA¢zÉ ¤£ÀUÁV ZÀÄZÀÄÑªÀÄzÀÄÝ 
F dUÀvÀÄÛ. 
 
PÉÆ£ÉAiÀiÁUÀ° ¤£Àß ClÖºÁ¸À EªÀvÀÄÛ. 
¸ÀÄ½AiÀÄ¢gÀ° ¤¤ßAzÀ  
F dUÀwÛUÉ E£ÉßAzÀÆ... D¥ÀvÀÄÛ. 
 
                                           

- ¢Ã¥Á PÉ.«, PÀ£ÀßqÀ ²PÀëQ 


